PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION

 Harmful if swallowed. Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using bathroom facilities. Avoid contact of area with skin and eyes.

FIRST AID

If on skin or clothing:
- Take off contaminated clothing.
- Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If in eyes:
- Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
- Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Inhale:
- Move person to fresh air.
- If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth if possible.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If swallowed:
- Call poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
- Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow.
- Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor.
- Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

How to lose the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. For information on this pesticide product including health concerns, medical emergencies or pesticide incidents, call the National Pesticide Information Center at 1.800.858.7378.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

1. Turn valve on LP gas tank "OFF".
2. Disconnect LP gas hose from LP gas tank by turning knob counterclockwise.
3. Remove empty LP gas tank, replace with full LP gas tank.
4. Remove LP gas hose cover from empty LP gas tank and place on full LP gas tank.
5. Reconnect LP gas hose to LP gas tank by turning LP gas hose clockwise.
7. Remove used TeaStix™ and properly dispose.
8. Slide fresh TeaStix™ in place and remove protective paper.
10. Remove fresh FireStart® lure from package. Dispose of packaging properly.
11. Place FireStart® lure into well.
12. Set FireStart® cover to desired setting.
13. Crank engine and gas lines for any sign of damage or leaking parts.
14. To start – turn LP gas tank "OFF" and immediately press pound button.
15. Wash hands with soap and water.

**Note – lure lasts at least 60 days. Turn valve on propane cylinder "OFF".

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Cartridge Storage: Store this product in a cool, dry place and out of the reach of children until ready to use.

Cartridge Disposal: Do not reuse attractant lure. Dispose of used attractant lure in the trash.

Warranty and Disclaimer: Blue Rhino Global Sourcing, LLC makes no warranty of merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose or otherwise, express or implied, concerning this product or its uses which exceed beyond the use of the product under normal conditions in accordance with the statements made on this label. SkitterAire™ and FireStart™ are registered trademarks of Blue Rhino Global Sourcing, LLC. All rights reserved. TeaStix® is a registered trademark of FreshStep, L.P. All rights reserved. TeaStix™, WaveMaster™ and all trademarks of Blue Rhino Global Sourcing, LLC. All rights reserved.

Manufactured in the USA for:
Blue Rhino Global Sourcing, LLC
Winston-Salem, NC 27105
1.800.762.1143
© 2020 Blue Rhino Global Sourcing, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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**Fine Tune® – Biting Insect Lure**

- For outdoor use only.
- Attracts certain mosquitoes and other biting flies.

**Active Ingredient:**
- 1-Octen-3-ol* .......................................................... 24.6%

**Other Ingredients:**
- 75.4%

**Total:** .......................................................... 100.0%

*Contains 3.72 grams Octenol per lure.

Net Contents: .5 oz. (15.2 grams) Contains 1 lure.

EPA Est. No. 75074-CHN-1  EPA Reg. No. 70203-3-42939

---

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

**CAUTION**

See Back Panel for Precautionary Statements

---

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

**CAUTION**

Harmful if swallowed. Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using bathroom facilities. Avoid contact of areas under foil wrapper with skin and eyes.

---

**FIRST AID**

**If on skin or clothing**
- Take off contaminated clothing.
- Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 16 - 20 minutes.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

**If in eyes**
- Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15 - 20 minutes.
- Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

**If inhaled**
- Move person to fresh air.
- If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

**If swallowed**
- Call poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
- Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow.
- Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor.
- Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.

For information on this pesticide product (including health concerns, medical emergencies or pesticide incidents), call the National Pesticide Information Center at 1-800-929-7792.
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**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

To assure maximum performance and to lengthen the life of your SkeeterVac® trap, perform these steps each time your cylinder is empty:

1. Turn valve on propane cylinder OFF.
2. Disconnect gas line from cylinder by turning knob counterclockwise.
3. Remove empty cylinder, replace with full cylinder.
4. Reconnect gas line to cylinder by turning knob clockwise.
5. Remove cylinder cover from empty cylinder and place on full cylinder.
6. Remove WaveTrap™, empty and slide back in place.
7. Remove lid from top of SkeeterVac® trap.
8. Remove used TacTrap™ and properly dispose.
9. Slide fresh TacTrap™ in place and remove protective paper.
10. Replace used lure and properly dispose.
11. Replace fresh lure from package. Dispose of packaging properly.
12. Place lure in well.
13. Set FineTune® ring to desired setting.
14. Check engine and gas lines for any sign of damage or missing parts. Repair any problems before attempting to start.
15. To start – turn propane cylinder ON and immediately press igniter button.
16. Once started, securely attach lid on device.
17. Wash hands with soap and water.

* Note – lure lasts at least 60 days.
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**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

**Cartridge Storage:** Store this product in a cool, dry place and out of the reach of children until ready to use.

**Cartridge Disposal:** Do not reuse the attractant lure. Dispose of used attractant lure in the trash.

---

**Warranty and Disclaimer:** Blue Rhino Global Sourcing, LLC makes no warranty of merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose or otherwise, express or implied, concerning this product or its uses which extend beyond the use of the product under normal conditions in accordance with the statements made on this label.

Blue Rhino® is a registered trademark of Farnam Inc. j.P. SkeeterVac®, and FineTune® are registered trademarks of Blue Rhino Global Sourcing, LLC. TacTrap™, WaveTrap™ are trademarks of Blue Rhino Global Sourcing, LLC. All rights reserved.

Distributed by:
Blue Rhino Global Sourcing, LLC
104 Cambridge Plaza Dr. Winston-Salem, NC 27104
1-866-753-7137
© 2006 Blue Rhino Global Sourcing, LLC. All Rights Reserved

Made in the USA, Packaged in China
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